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Heritage and 
purpose reimagined 
for today.

OPPOSITE PAGE 
Rockwell Unscripted Creative Wall, 
sawhorse table, mobile storage cart, 
upholstered seat, modular lounge, 
occasional table; MultiGeneration by Knoll 
light task chair; Toboggan® pull up table. 
Standard lead times apply; select products 
available at Essentials lead time.

AutoStrada® storage and gallery panel;  
Reff Profiles panels; Remix® work chair; 
Sapper™ monitor arm; Sparrow LED light. 
Standard lead times apply; select products 
available at Essentials lead time.

THIS PAGE 
Reff Profiles panel, desk and storage; 
Remix work chair; AutoStrada gallery panel; 
Sapper XYZ monitor arm; Sparrow LED light. 
Standard lead times apply; select products 
available at Essentials lead time.

Rockwell Unscripted Creative Wall, modular 
lounge and occasional table; KnollStudio 
pillow. Standard lead times apply.
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THIS PAGE 
Reff Profiles desk and storage; Generation 
by Knoll chair; Saarinen table; Brno chair; 
Sparrow LED light. Standard lead times 
apply; select products available at Essentials 
lead time.

Florence Knoll lounge; Saarinen table. 
Standard lead times apply.

OPPOSITE PAGE 
Reff Profiles 2×4 Meeting table and storage; 
Life® chair. Essentials lead times apply.

Reff Profiles storage and height-adjustable 
desk; Bertoia side chair. Standard lead times 
apply; select products available at Essentials 
lead time.

With the Pedestal Collection, Eero 
Saarinen resolved the “ugly, confusing, 
unrestful world” of legs underneath 
tables and chairs. The collection is a 
hallmark of modern design.
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THIS PAGE 
Reff Profiles storage. Essentials lead times 
apply.

Reff Profiles Meeting table and storage; 
Generation by Knoll chair; Sapper monitor 
arm; Sparrow LED light; Brno chair. 
Standard lead times apply; select products 
available at Essentials lead time.

Rockwell Unscripted club chair and 
occasional table; KnollStudio pillow. 
Standard lead times apply.

 “Wood has an inherent 
dignity that outlasts the 
ebb and flow of day-to-
day design trends.” 
K n O l l  W O r K p l a C e  r e s e a r C H

The Brno chair, an 
icon of 20th-century 
design, is celebrated 
for its lean profile, 
clean lines and 
exquisite details.

The Elegant, Intuitive 
Work Chair

The Iconic Table

The Perching Light

The Sculptural Wire Chair

Life®  Chair     
see pg. 101

With intuitive adjustments, a slim 
silhouette and a broad finish 
palette, Life sets the standard for 
ergonomics and innovative design. 

Saarinen Table      
see pg. 60

Perhaps the most recognized 
table of the modern era, the 
Saarinen table is a product of Eero 
Saarinen’s vow to address the so-
called “slum of legs” under tables.

Sparrow® Desktop Light      
see pg. 104

Sparrow brightens your workspace 
with advanced LED technology 
providing warm, even illumination and 
intuitive controls to easily position 
light where you need it most.

Bertoia Side Chair     
see pg. 53

A sculptural statement of mid-
century modern design, Harry 
Bertoia elevated industrial wire 
beyond its normal utility into a 
timeless work of art that makes  
a statement in any space.

New Traditionalist 
Highlights

Traditional spaces are reimagined with 
contemporary lines and grounded in 
rich materials to create sophisticated 
environments.

Q U i C K s H i p  p r O d U C t s  t H at  s H i p  t H e  F O l l O W i n g  W e e K

p r O d U C t s  t H at  s H i p  i n  J U s t  t H r e e  W e e K s
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